Insight and cognitive impairment: effects on quality-of-life reports from mild cognitive impairment and Alzheimer's disease patients.
This study follows previous work to determine the effect of patient insight and cognitive impairment on the reliability and validity of self-reported quality of life (QOL) from patients diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease (AD) and mild cognitive impairment (MCI). AD and MCI patients (N = 68) and their caregivers participated. Patients with impaired insight provided QOL ratings that were less reliable than those provided by patients with better insight. Patient-caregiver agreement for. QOL reports was used as an index of validity. Neither better insight nor lesser cognitive impairment suggested better agreement. Thus, even when patient insight is intact, patient reports are unlikely to agree with caregiver reports. Patient and caregiver reports about patient QOL may represent 2 unique, yet potentially valid, perspectives.